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The Lantoon

Grand Folley’s
Dumb Student
Weekly

Number 26
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GFSC To B ecom e‘T V College’
(BULLETIN)- President Ixtoper has
just declared martial law on the
(•rand Eolley State Colleges campus.
Citing the "state of seige the col
lege finds itself in the wake of the
several crises recently visited upon
our quality institution,” Looper said
that strict curfews would be in
force and that the Bill Of Rights
would "temporarily ” be suspended
for all persons on the tiny Allendull
campus.
Due in part to the growing gas
crisis and Grand Policy’s remoteness
from major population centers, Pres
ident Looper announced Monday
that the next ten yeats GFSC will be
come a “TV College", broadcasting
its classes and other activities into
the homes of students.
"The Permanent Task Force on
Major Institutional Reorganizations
has recommended to me that the
college phase out its on-campus activ
ities over the next ten yean, thus
becoming the nation’s first state-

owned TV-college,” Looper an
nounced at a press conference in the
bar of the Kent County International
Airport.
This is the fifteenth major reor
ganization in as many days for
GFSC. The Task Force Report states
that this latest Major Reorganization
is "incumbent upon the institution as
it forges boldly into the sometimes
rocky shoals of the challenge of the
1980's."
looper said that the move would
offset the problems the 60% drop in
enrollment last term, the indictment
of Vice-president Ron Von Stccltoe
on charges of embezzlement and
falsification of enrollment data, and
the cut-off of all state aid announced
by Gov. Millacon last week - which
have rocked the college since the
campus outbreak of Bubonic Plague
was traced to a nest of rats in a
Soggy kitchen.
Over 1,000 students, faculty and
staff have succombed to the dread

Plague in the last month.
“As a TV college I feel we will
meet the challenge of the I980's by
cutting costs and eliminating waste
ful on-campus activities," Looper
said with obvious relish
The college will immediately close
down the south end of campus and
lease the buildings and grounds to an
unnamed state agency "for a hand
some fee which will help us overcome
our immediate budget imbalance,”
Looper said with a twinkle in his
eye as he slurped down another
martini.
(The press conference was mo
mentarily intcrupted at this point
continued on page 3

(Candy County Airport Bar)- Gov
ernor Billy Millacon announced last
Friday that he would appoint exRcprescntative Pal Sawhorse (R Good Rapids) to Grand Folley’s
Board of Concern. “I have estab
lished a precedent that I feel obliged
to sustain. I appointed Mikey Good
night to the GFSC Board after he un
successfully ran for office,” Millican
said. “So, I fee! that Pal Sawhorse al
so has the right to expect this measley provincial position.”
Millacon went on to defend Saw
horse’s “track record.” “ He (Pal),
"Millacon stated, “has consistantly
stood close behind voters, particu
larly big business. I feel that there is
a need to keep him in the Candy
County area, not at Washington, not
in I ' 'sing-sing, but in the GFSC
at ..
Millacon stood mute when ques
tioned about Sawhorse’s recent
"binge of mania,’’ as it has been
called in The Grand Rapids Tissue.
The “binge" followed close at the
heels of his humiliating defeat to the
likes of “Michigan” Manama. Rumor
has it that Pal was driving arount in
his Mobile Complaint Headquarters,
terrorizing grocery stores and PTA
meetings. Pal was also seen lecturing
to a sucker laden pre-school cute lit
tle boy about The necessity of a “war
time-like-draft, to cripple the com
mies and atheists with skin-peeling
chemicals."
Millacon became angry over the
references to “his bou’s” behavior
and said, “Pal has had some rough
times of late. Can you imagine leav
ing an all leather office, complete

with isolation from the real world,
and a soda bar, and staff of lots and
THEN step back into (gasp) the real
world?"
Millacon pointed out that Pal
Sawhorse was "not like any other
person." He said Sawhorse had many
unique attributes that would benefit
the GFSC system. "First off,” Mil
lacon began, “Pal is very familiar
with T.V. production, as he pro
duced many commercials, most of
which will never be seen. He (Pal),
used to spend weeks in the studio
("ah, the studio") perfecting his
‘appeal’ so as to reach the public
properly. And since the GFSC sys
tem is gearing toward Monitor Edu
cation, who could be more familiar,
more experienced than old Pal?”
Sawhorse was finally reached here
on our very campus, fishing in Zumberger pond off the back of his Mo
bile Complaint Headquarters. When
asked what the first thing that came
into his mind after hearing about the
appointment. Pal said, “ I thought,
"Where’s my new office?’ ’’ Sawhorse
went on and on and on excitedly de
scribing what he expects from his
Board position, “ I think I’ll enjoy
rubbing elbows with Richey and
Annie. We (the Board), can have live
ly discussions. Did you know that
Billy, Richey and I all went to school
together, were in the same roughhouse gang , started our first business
together, sank our first yacht togeth
er, and all of us even dated Huck
(Pal’s wife of two years and former
Grand Wazzoon Salesknight of the
Universe 1977).”
Millicon’s move to appoint Sawcontinued on page 3

Students Searched Here
by Preston Krenthaw
Many students reportably were dis
turbed over the recent search of their
autos and persons. Last Friday,
March 28, students attempting to
leave the campus were routinely
searched and asked if they had seen
“something like a black briefcase,
maybe lying around or you know .. "
Totally reliable witnemes recall
that the mysterious “something like
a briefcase" was allegedly last seen
near the executive potties.
President Loopers was not avail
able for questionhy at the rmw of
the incident, aa his secretary R2D2
said he was “oat on his cabin cruiser

with those nice safety and security
(SS) people. They are waving to
students, occasionally stopping and
conversing with them (students)
about current campus topics."
One unidentified student said that
she was walking along the river bank
with her suitcase and President
Loopers “cruised up in his big black
and red boat, grabbed my briefcase
and screamed, "1 have it now!’ ’’
The student said the president
seemed "quite taken back” to find
the briefcase contained only art
supplies and a Lantoon. When asked
what die thought of Loopers be
havior, the distraught student re
sponded, “I think it's the plague.”

Cruel Turn
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that deans with History and Liberal
Arts backgrounds would be less
essential to Grand Policy in the
1980’s.
Ignorenson, who was the only
one of five-thousand administrators
to be fired, claims that the decision
to fire him has mined his career,
family life and has been nothing
•
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Looperfphoto by Deniece Swill)

Cutbacks Doom CAS Dean
GFSC President Arend D. Looper
as the result of an all administrative
cut-back at Grand Follcy.
Explained Looper, "We had to
face the fact that the number of
administrative personnel at Grand
Folly was beginning to outnumber
the amount of students we had at
tending our colleges. So, instead
of charging each auminisiraioi
tuition, we decided to fire one of
them.”

Ignorcnscn

by Jeff Tikanenenenenen
Cas Dean Sbad Ignorenson was
released of his duties last Monday by

"I've always done what I’ve been
told to do and never questioned my
superiors,” said the young, untenuied Eskimo Dean who claims
that to this day he has never fully
understood the logic prompting the
decision to fire him.
According to Looper, the final
decision to release Ignorenson was
not based on an evaluation of his
deaning ability but rather the result
of a five to ten year prediction by
the Academic Planning Committee

o f Events
Stupid Senate, the Official Muscle
of the GP'SC student body, inadver
tently dissolved itself in a cruel turn
of events at their regular meeting
la.« Thursday.
This harsh blow to well-rounded
student unput occured when SS
President Jett Hubcaps apparently
misunderstood his own proposal for
repairing the SS office typewriter.
The vote, which effectively ends
student government at GFSC, capped
a two-hour debate on the appropriate
method for dealing with the Senate's
faulty typewriter. Hubcaps acknow
ledged that his proposal was poorly
worded and confusing, not only to
voting Senators, but also to himself.
Still, he vowed to abide by the result,
the dissolution of the Stupid Senate.
"It’s a gamble,” Hubcaps said fol
lowing the fatal meeting. “ But I
think we’re up to it.”
The official minutes of the meet
ing are not yet available and there is
little agreement within the Senate

Pink Slipped

Sawhorse To S it On
Board o f Concern
by Preston Krenthaw

SS Dissolves
Itself In

from a New England cod.
According to Ignorenson’: wife,
Salmon-tha Ignorenson, Shad was
well liked by his fellow colleagues,
family and Aleution friends, as well
as being very active in his year and
a half commitment to the deanship
at CAS.
Some of Ignorcnson’s accomplish
ments as dean have lieen the initia
tion of several informal dialogues
with miss-informed CAS students
and the firing of the very unpopular,
loath of a Psychology Professor
Jimmy Bite, who now has to teach
at I larford next year.
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most senators say that the SS has,
indeed, been ended.
“ It remains to be seen later
how students will respond to the
open challenge of the Senate’s recent
events and input in dissolving itself,
but we’re confident as we always
were of student input always being
there just because there are such
needs for quality student program
ming for student life, though it’s
not sure who or what or even how
the vacuum Senate formerly was will
now be filled now that it isn’t
continued on page 3

Lantoon Interview

Derisive DeBoss A top Scam way Pyram id
by Jack Ramone
Rheinhardt De Boss was strutting
in the grand study near the gross
entrance of his Blankburg home. He
had one ankle in a cast and method
ically tapped the other with his
plastic riding crop, emphasizing the
important points.
“ Absolutely none of them were
hard. Despite tlje protests over the
liquidation of the Che Guevara
College, no doubt the most pleasant
decision of my career, I have stomp
ed decisively over my conscience
whenever it has impeded my sense of
Social Darwinism.”
Apparently, this is how De Boss
broke his ankle.
“ Understand me, I’ve never con
sidered decisions difficult, because
choices-once you have carefully pre
selected the facts- are perfectly dear
without any need for hesitation.”
De Boss is the ubermensch atop
the Scamway pyramid. As founder
and co-fuerher of Scamway Corp.,
located somewhere to the right of
the rest of the country, he is the
overseer of a universe raking in about
$800,000,000,000 (inflated) in sales
spoils last year, with 500,000 pro
pagators of Scamway ideology and
5,000 other party members infiltrat
ing 11 foreign countries
It is a corporate pyramid in which
commercial success is repaid with
titles like “Death's Head Diplomat,”
“Death’s Head Direct Disseminator"
and “Quantum Death’s Head Direct
Disseminator.”
De Boss, coupled with co-foun
der Jay Van Auschwitz, makes the
decisions at Scamway.

He insists that from his “ eagles
nest, ” decisions arc not difficult at
all. Inferiors- such. as bureaucrats,
professors, laborites, and reporterswould understand the nature of ef
ficiency if they could only ' :tate,
if just for a moment, from -.op a
vast corporation.
As a GFSC Corporate Board mem
ber he has dominated decisions
about the future of the school since
1975.
Permanently electroncially
tanned, with a surgically implanted
leisure suit of an indestructible
fabric, he sometimes lands on
campus in a mysterious aircraft
allegedly developed to aid him in
rapid flight from his principle an
tagonists, the Federal Trade Com
mission.
A strident and sarcastic board
member, De Boss is never too timid
to express boredom at meetings, or
to threaten those colleagues who are
employed by his company with firing
if they should disagree with him
publically.
He is both fanatically religious
and hysterically reactionary.
His
anti-labor efforts have earned him
the contempt of unionized profs and
proles alike.
The Bland Vapids Tissue has in
tensely attacked his pyramid, and his
presence, among that of his clones,
on the GFSC Board.
Reacting to the Tissue's lament
that he possesses “a Gestapo com
mandant’s mentality,” De Boss says
that the paper has “some sickening
subhuman down there filled with
jealousy at the sight of the glorious
ascendancy o f superior social otgan-

De Boss, however, condescended
to congratulate GFSC’s faculty for
trying to educate the masses of
atheistic untermenschen that he feels
are the buik of its student body.
He claimed that GFSC gets the
dregs of the local student-age pop
ulation because “it doesn’t fit the
Christian
Regressed
with
the
Christian Regressed school image,
like F’ear College. So, Grand Follcy
gets the remains of all the rcst-you
know, the dolts and the cretins -not
that I wish to slander anyone’s char
acter, of course.”
Commenting on the extent of

De Bo—(photo by Jon HaHa)

Scamway’s recent intervention in the
recreation of downtown Bland
Vapids, De Boss downplayed allega
tions that he was personally predeter
mining the city’s future.
“We're dropping 550,000,000,000
down there.
And if they didn't
accept the money, we’d probably
drop something else. But what the
helL I’m 54 years old. I’ll never live
to see the ultimate zenith of the
Thousand-Year Pyramid.”
“ It’s all for the glory of Fatherland!” he exclaimed.
continued on page 3

The Lantoon-April Fool*
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Lantoon Editorials
Faculty Teeth
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In the election Friday, the GFSC faculty refuted to put their money
where there mouth was, voting to reject representation for union affilia
tion from the Michigan Educators Association (MEA) by a firm 115 to
109 vote.
Apparently, in chosing not to put a toothy contract in the place of the
foggy but fascist relations with the administration that the profs presently
find themselves with, the faculty felt they ought not to bite the hand that
feeds them.
Unfortunately, the faculty forgot that a union contract would provide a
foothold for future fighting for bites of the GFSC fiscal pie.
What do the faculty care if the college becomes a football camp after
the next wave of fiscally frugal budget slicing.
Apparently, not a nibble.
Though the MEA is just cutting teeth in the field of college organizing,
their canny ad campaign in The Lantoon not only put a gold filling in a
painful cavity in our advertising budget and showed that The Lantoon
could be bought editorially for the right price (keep trying. Stupid Se
nate!), but should put other campus factions on notice that advertising
in Tbi Lantoon shows that you've got a wisdom tooth in their somewhere!

y o u j *G>

Students

Still, the faculty voted for "no-teeth" (not even for the ill-fitting den
tures offered by the AAUP) by turning away the unionists, apparently
flossing over the many brush-offs and tooth-aches the administration
given them over the years.

-S a e v ik * * # .-

“WHAT NEXT?”

Oh, well, as anyone knows who has taken classes here, the faculty are
not all that bright.
They probably wouldn't vote for a new toilet until they had to pee so
bad that their back teeth were floating.

A Retraction
It’s not often that the Lantoon reverses itself on any of its wellthought-out editorial stands. But on occasion, the weight of facts forces
us to reevaluate the wisdom of our statements.
Such is the case with our editorial of Feb. 24, “Bug Off Kickoff
Fussbudgets”. In it we responded to a letter from the Kikoff College
Dean, P. Dean Chichi, in which he chided us for “always misspelling the
name "of his college.
We responded by informing Dean Chichi to “bug off” and to con
cern himself with the problems of workplace alienation, social amnesia,
and elitist insensitivity caused in part by the fact that graduates of his
vocational college are totally ignorant of the liberal arts as well as all
social problems pertaining to the world of work.
We told Chichi to “get his own house in order" by paying more than
mere lip-service to the liberal arts and by “humanizing Kichoff College’s
barbaric form of education."

A Candid Message From The Editor
1 don’t know. Sure
the college is having
problems, what with the
Plague and everything
else that’s been happen
ing, and maybe The Lan
toon shouldn’t concen
trate so much on the neg
ativities, but, by god,
we’ve got our own prob
lems and we’re not afraid to put ours out there on
the clothesline of public opinion too.
Y es, we k n o w we h ave problem s. VVc’rc o v er

$30,000 in debt in the on-campus account alone.
People arc hostile toward our strident, often vin
dictive, always overbearingly alliterative editorial
columns. The administration won’t allow us to
photograph them anymore, because we’ve contin
ually attacked them with vicious, slanted, some
times nakedly innaccuratc accounts of their a c 
tivities.

We informed Chichi that the typographical errors were not planned by
the editors as a slight to his school, but rather they were the result of a
secret pact between Lantoon typesetters and proofreaders to “screw
Kikoff College" by constantly misspelling it.
These lower-echelon
Lantoon employees have been exposed as embittered TJC students who
thought it would be “funny to always misspell” the college’s name.
Well, regretfully, and at the urging of the Chair of the Newspaper
Control Board (who purely by coincidence is a Kikoff College professor),
we admit that was all wrong. Sorry.
Still, we feel compelled to inform Dean Chichi that he could better
serve his college not by sending snotty memos about typos to the
Lantoon, but by dealing with the real problems of his college, which are
embodied in Kikkhoff College's role as a haven for drug-addicts, al
coholics and knife-murderers.

The Lantoon
Ravin' Verbose

Preston Krenshaw

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

GHOST MANAGING EDITOR

Martoid Cleaver

Warren Peeley Defley

ART DIR

ADDITION MANAGER

t

Gerund Muzzle

Joeaf Miser

administration liaison

BUSY MANAGER

Susan Lugar
ART/AMMUNITION EDITOR

Suslnne Josephanne
GOOD SPORT EDITOR

Corbett Tsquare
LAYAROUND EDITOR

Tenfour Rodger
CHEF ARTIST

Nowyou Simi
CHIEF PHOTOTAKER

Jamas M ichener
STAFF BOX EDITOR

The Lantoon is a once a year April Fools Day (or
there about*) stupid publication of the Grand Foitoy State Cottagee. editorials are our «ck minds at
work. No one is mponaible for anything on these
. The Lantoon is fun.
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Dung’s not so bad, but when one of them comes
down you never know how many arc going to
show up, screaming, rolling around on the floor,
or busting the typewriters. I keep telling Hubble
that those people will have the police down here
with their jabbering and drooling.
Hubble, of course, is an entire disaster area un
to himself since he ran out of Dcxatrims.
And the Art Director is still getting those ca
blegrams in Russian.
But generally things arc looking up. By the time
I graduate, this place will have been transformed in
to a fine institution. After the budget cutbacks
caused by declining enrollment, this place will be
on the path to becoming a respected university o f
business and administration. And I’ll have a diplo
ma from a prestigious, credible college.
Yes, Spring is on the way. And on the horizon,
you can almost see the rising red Scamway weathcrball winking - wcatherball red/ warmer ahead!

Lantoon Letters
Dear Editor,
I can’t believe the way you’ve
been covering the recent problems
at Grand Folley, pur school. Don’t
you know what a horribly detremental image your news stories
about the outbreak of the Plague
have had on our fine college?
I tell you, you kids arc devastating
what was once a fine institution.
Enrollment has dropped 60% since
your stories about the Plague have
come out.
How much do you think your
diplomas will be worth after the way
you’ve dragged this school through
the mud? A plugged nickel, that’s
how much!
Fumingly,
Arend D. Looper
President

Jack Ramona
Stave Yourmuma
RETRIBUTIVE EDITORS

Sure, we've got our problems. Rut as Dean May
hem would say, “ we’re holding it together, and
we're working it out.”
Why, just last week our supplemental workstudy allotment came through to staff rruly roundthe-clock surveillance of the executive officers and
the CAS Theatre and Psychology departments.
Without that detective’s bill everv month and with
our new more efficient kickback system for workstudy we should be on firm financial grot id soon.
And if I can get Josef to okay the new "plumb
ing supplies" we’ll wire up this campus like a
Christmas tree that'll surely bear bitter fruit for
those bimbocs in Zumbcrger.
The infra-red cameras have already been a
boon.
So, things arc looking up for us as a newspaper.
If I could stop drinking coffee I might even be able
to enjoy it.
But I’ve got to stay alert. Hubble’s always got
those guys from the radio station down here.

Dear Editor,
You know what we students
want?
We students want better
classes, Our classes are BORING
and it is killing us!
I get home from classes and I
feel so exhausted from boredom
that I can t get myself to do anything but smoke dope and watch
TV. I feel so tired and detached.
AH of it from just going to classes.
You re the student newspaper
to you re aippoied to be for the
students, right? Well, then don't
waste so much space writing about
the faculty senate kicking off students, or the Stupid Senate not
doing anything, or about getting
students on some boring Curriculum
Committee. Do something about the
boring lectures that don't haw anytiring to do with our lives that we

all have to endure from profs using
outdated notes and a monotone.
Really it’s terrible!
Concerned Student
Eddie,
Alas, your use of prepositional
phrases, with the obvious goal of
taunting professors, sadly misses the
mark (some professor must have
given you an uncomplimentary
grade).
First, you must learn to control
your mind if you wish to achieve
media victory. You must not be
troubled and hesitent in life. Re
member you won’t be an eddie for
ever (“ Imperious Caesar, dead and
turn’d to clay,/Might stop a hole to
keep the wind awa y —Hamlet V,
1, 236-7).
What good will The
Lantoon be to you when you’re
gone away? (“ It is but foolery; . . .”
Hamlet V, ii, 224).
Second, we lost the election; 1
don’t know how, but we lost it.
Now that I posess the political ferver,
what can I possibly do but write a
letter about union politics in The
u n to o n l After all, “ 1 pant for life;
some good I mean to do/Despite of
mine own nature" (King Lear V,
243-4).
Finally, I have to sit here and
watch all the professors come and go,
speaking of the non-union vote. As
| sit and watch the term spread out
against the sky, like a student, asleep
on x table; 1 have nothing to envision
out my wounds. I had a wound here
(on my sweater) that was, strangely,
uk* the letters AAUPU, but now
'as qtade a C-.
.Alas, I should have stuck to re
march. This month, April, is the

crudest month, breeding late tests
out of the dead heads, mixing union
memories and desires, stirring duller
roots with spring slush.
Yes, I should have known better.
Now I’m even attacked in the stupid
paper. I should have bought adver
tising in The Tor ’em, and all other
secular periodicals.
I sat upon Zumbcrger shore,
Fishing, with the cornstalk plain
behind me.
Shall I at least set my books in
order?
Little Mack Bridge is falling down
falling down falling down
David Huysman
P.S. I can always feed my swordfish
and soak the walls with saltwater.

Editor,
What a unique writer 1 am. All
1 have to do is scribble some illogi
cal drivel on a piece of notebook
paper my mom bought me and
ZAP it’s printed in The Lantoon.
1 may not have been able to even
learn how to type, but 1 can con
vince someone else to type this
letter up. So there!
You want to know what I dis
like about The Lantoon. I’ll surely
tell you. The Lantoon is always
defending students and persecuting
large corporate structures like Scam
way, who just happen to be making a
lot of money from all of us. Just
why do you think you can ic p m o n
students? Is k just because you’re
a student organization dedicated to
bringing the news to students?. Bosh!

1

Quit supporting all those so-called
other student organizations and filter
your views to more logical monetary
outlets, like the Young Republicans
for Ron Rayguns.
You always whine about the de
creasing allocations to student organ
izations, especially WLOT.
You
know that the students will be re
placed by meters and programmed
“app jpriate” music. What does it
m attt.?
Not many students pay
taxes or know about our justice
systems like me. So there!
Alright, I might not know any
thing about WLOT or The Lan
toon, but I don’t have to back
this letter up with any facts. As
far as I’m concerned 1 don’t care
about the atmosphere of GFSC,
only about looking witty to those
naive enough to believe my triped
up reactionary capitalistic ideology
(William F. Buckley eat your heart
out!).
Your responding letters may have
effectively reduced my logic to
avacado pulp, but you won’t have me
to kick around after this term. My
wife and I arc moving out of the
dorms and into the city of Hollcwdale. So there vain
c- --Peter M. Fart

OGd*'Editor*
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The Lantoon—April Fools

BIRGIM Staff Member Reveals
Secret Dome-Gnome Link
by Chrii Komor

fore the reports of structural pro
blems began to emerge that there
were several tribes of gnomes inhabit
In a startling revelation this
Tuesday by B.LR.G.I.M. (Bizarre In ing the fieldhouse. I had many long
conversations with them during
terest Research Group In Michigan)
previously undisclosed information re which they expressed to me their
deep displeasure with roller disco,
garding the collapse of the Grand
the Aitolla Kholmene (with whom
Policy fieldhouse dome was for the
first time made public. In a class they had met and talked with per
ified 300 page administration docu sonally on several occasions) and
with this year's choice of presidential
ment leaked to BIRGIM, hoards of
candidates."
small green gnomes hanging from the
According to Swine, gnomes are
rafters were cited as the prime peralso
known to use cocaine and to
cipitating factor in the dome’s de
dance upside down to punk rock
mise.
music, “Although I don't think they
In a Lantoon interview, Carol
were doing that here or the dome
Longtoe, head of Grand Folley’s
would have collapsed some time
branch of BIRGIM, said that she
believed the reason for the document
ago".
When asked why he had never
being so closely guarded by the ad
reported the gnome colony to The
ministration was to protect the
colleges legal case against the builder.
Lantoon before this Swine retorted,
“ Are you kidding?!!”
Do you
“ Sure, there were structural pro
blems", said Longtoe, “but what do
realize what our creadibility is like
you expect with hundreds of those
over here (T.J.C)? Why if the ad
ministration had gotten wind of this
little suckers (the gnomes) hanging
shit they would have probably
from the roof?” “Not only that",
threatened
to
close
T.J.C.
says Longtoe,” but we here at
altogether!”
BIRGIM believe that the reason the
“Actually", continued Swine,
dome was put off limits was to pre
there is a lot more going on here at
vent students from learning the
Grand Folley than meets the eye.
truth about the gnome infestation.”
Have you noticed those melted
One person who says he did see
lines in the snow which seem to lead
the gnomes is Don Swine, a T.J.C
between the outdoor air vents? Most
professor with long hair and a wild
people don’t realize it but beneath
disheleveled look about him. Swine
is Grand Folley’s resident expert in this college is a labryth of giant mole
gnomylogy and himself speaks fluent tunnels. Some of us here at Jeffer
gnomanese. “It was obvious, to me son believe that they run all the way
Swine told The Lantoon months be to Ada and are Urge enough for a

helecopter to pass through. Swine
describes the rodents as being 20
times the size of the gnomes, with
small squinty eyes, Urge moss-cover
ed antlers and bearing a distinct re
semblance to Elvis Costello.
Although the fieldhouse dome has
now been removed, the plight of the
gnome coloney is far from resolved.
Longtoe and BIRGIM have taken up
the advocacy for their case and plan
to “help the little suckers in any way
we can”. Among other things, they
plan to investigate charges that both
workmen and pUnt department of
ficials have “repeatedly teased and
tormented the Urtle suckers.”
Now that their home is gone.
BIRGIM is activly searching for al
ternative housing for the gnome
colony. In the meantime, Longtoe
says that arrangements have been
made to allow the gnomes to ride
along in campus Safety and Security
(SS) patrol cars until more perman
ent housing can be found.

Sawhorse
from page one
horse was not unexpected, yet there
were many other candydates just as
likely to qualify for the newly cre
ated fifteenth seat on the GFSC
Board. Many shrewed observers were
placing bets on Fart “Over the" Hills
to fill the extra seat. It was pointed
out that he had filled many seats
within the campus community but
LI1——..MHAfi in to urKof
iiu ikt-uu
“•**' ” ' —
doctors call, “ a meatloaf state,’
somewhat complicated his appoint
ment chances.
Sawhorse’s appointment will be
come effective in tunc tor the next
Board meeting, Millicon said. The
swift appointment was necessary' be
cause “the Board was having a real
hard time gening their quorum to
gether. ”

SS
from page one

SQ
Looper afield (photo by Manny Boles)

President Looper
M issing 3 Days
■President Arend ' Oon’ Looper
wandered away from his office again
last week and was mining for three
days before alert campus police dis
covered him walking aimlessly
around behind the football stadium.
College officials said that the pres
ident was unharmed and that he was
back “hard at work” in his office in
the
of Zwmberger Library.
Crock Bksa, GFSC Director of
Public Relations mid the president
“just needed a break from his busy,
k*netimes grueling schedule” and
had “just stepped out for a breath
of fresh lit.

was found in a meadow on the south
side of campus holding two 24-ounce
Saga cups of beer and a bag of
peanuts. Campus police confirmed
rh«r the president was with a small
child and that the president was in
good spirits though he seemed con
cerned “that the team was taking so
nTTw at halftime.”
This is the fourth rime this
month that Preridmf Looper unexplainedly wandered away from his
office. Two weeks ago be * 1 1 gone
for five days before he was discover
ed in the wheel vreU of a Boeing 727
at Kent County International AirP °£ ^

m r iit n e th e

but we feel we’ve recieved from the
administration the assurances we
need," explained SS Vice-president
Smirk Rancid in a prepared state
ment.
Biff Wow, GFSC Director of
Student Inactivity, was in Las
Vegas attending a conference of the
National Newspcak Association and
was unavailable for doubletalk.
Ironically, just moments prior
to the vote to dissolve, the Senate
voted to buy more posters publi
cizing it’s existence, and to have
more phone lines installed in the
SS office mite.
The latter move would “insure
that students can get ahold of us
and tell us what they want us to do
to provide more well-rounded input
by students telling us what to do,”
explained Senator Lenore Cornfield.
Cornfield said the move was in
tended to provide more visibility
for the Senate which she felt most
students “don’t even know about.”

The Next Page

Police
Beat
Two Grand Folley students were
injured when Vice-president La
Swine backed over them with his
Monte Carlo Friday near Zumberger
Pond. La Swine said he was in a hur
ry to get to the Little Mexico Cafe
“Before the lunch special was over".
One-hundred and thirty TJC stu
dents were mortally poisoned Mon
day when a vat of "kool-aid" they
were drinking from in a ceremony
commcnorating the closing of the
school, turned out to be laced with
Scamway Dishwashing Liquid. Four
of the students have died so far and
many others are listed in critical
condition at area hospitals.
•
•
•
All five of GFSC executive of
ficers have been expelled by their
churches for smoking in public. The
five of GFSC executive officers have
been expelled from their churches
for smoking in public. The five.
President Looper, Vice-presidents
Brute La Swine, Ron Von Stecltoe,
and Glenn Dimbulbcr, and Executive
Helper to the President Fan “overthe” Hills, were dismissed from the
Christian Regressed Church when
photographs of them publicly
smoking cigarettes appeared in the
luintoon.

Alarmed at tha thaft of sensitive salary information not released under
the revised Sunshine Laws last fall, administrators resort to a grossly over
sized and exceedingly sadistic trap for secret rodent reporter Lenny tha
Rat, who, judging by thair bait, they apparently consider to be canine,
(photo by Jon HaHa.)______ ____________ _________________________,

Petition Circulating
by Cambells Shoup
A secret petition calling for the
reduction of funds available for fac
ulty salaries is being circulated by, of
all people, the faculty.
“Our motives are entirely selfish.”
said a spokesperson for the teachers,
“ a bunch of us were sitting around
one day talking about how lucky
Blight was, and we decided ‘what the
heck, let’s go for it.” “ Blight” is
professor James Blight, a CAS
,
,
-_i__i j :___ j
p ro le s so r w n o was* (jiu *ta *T U |a |s.u
last spring because of a budget cut
back at CAS.
“Look, he gets fired and what
happens? He gets awarded a fellow
ship at Harvard University! I’d give
my left eye for a fellowship at
Harvard.” the apokesperson added.
“So we all want to be fired. It seems
there”s some kind of preference for
scholars and acadcmians fired from
Grand Folley . We’’re also trying to
be really popular with our students

and some of us are even participating
in extra-curricular activities. That
should put us in almost the same pos
ition Jim Blight was in when he was
pink-slipped. I expect to be dumped
by the end of the first semester next
year, and 1 hope to be awarded a
huge research grant by, oh say, the
California institute of Technology,
and I think my wife will be appoint
ed Dean of Students at USC or some
thing.”
The spokesperson, who refused to
be identified for some obscure reason
also stated that he thought the qual
ity of education at GFSC would
decline if the present trend con
tinued. He said the teachers as a
group felt badly about that, but
added,
. . it’s a dog-eat-dog world
out there and there’s only so much
money available for research and
such. It’s ‘first fired, first served’,
and I don’t believe we should be con
demned for wanting a piece of the
action.”

TV College
when a toothpick became lodged in
the President’s windpipe. He was revivied and pronounced unharmed by
alert personnel.)
(Reports that the renter of GFSC
would be the Michigan Department
of Corrections, that in fact all of the
campus would be utilized by them,
and that the campus should penuciiently become a medium security pri
son were unconfirmed at press time.)
The plan, which must be approved
by the Board of Concern at their
next meeting in 1985, is believed to
be the brainchild of the new Dean
of William Blame College, Dr. George
Snott.
Dean Snott, who also is the mana
ger of WGFC, Grand Folley-. public
TV station and academic advisor to

WSNT, the college’s student-run 10watt radio station, has been at the
eye of the hurricane of the recent
crisis here.
It was at his recently acquired stu
dent station that several students
first contracted the Plague in March.
The students, who had barricaded
themselves into station's air studio
became afflicted with the dread
disease when infected rats (apparent
ly angered by the commotion as
campus police attempted to batter
down the studio door) crawled
through an obsolete ven; duct from
their nest in the nearby kitchen of
the Saga cafe facility in the Campus
Center.
The students were protesting the

ValliHTCliuu
(New York, NY)-Former President
Richard M. Nixon reached an out of
court settlement yesterday with New
York City prosecutors ending the
six-week-old “Poodle Trial” in which
the 37th President was accused
of being the Fifi Strangler, believed
to be responsible for the grisly slay
ings of 27 Manhattan canines.
According to Chief Prosecutor
Stephen B. Roark, Nixon agreed
to submit to a “partial frontal
lobotomy” in exchange for all 27
counts of malicious misconduct
being dropped.

from page one
number of public service announce
ments about GFSC that the station
was being forced to air by Snott.
Snott refused to comment on the
major reotganization except to say
that “the total resources of my
newly aquired William Blame College
will be at the behest of the President
for the duration of the Major Reor
ganization."
According to the Task Force Re
port, next year will see a 50 per cent
cut in faculty, “and a possible slight
rise in administrative personnel man
hour requirements” to begin what
the report calls “the tele-broadcast of
quality education throught the air
waves and into the heads of eager
students.”

De Boss
_______from page one
Concluding the conversation, De
Boss was asked if he has considered
reappointment to Grand Folley’s
Corporate Board arisen his present
term expires this year.
“No" he said, but contemplating
it a moment, he quickly reappointed
“Now, If you’ll excuse me.” he
flushed, “I'm planning an snack
on tike Russian market.”

free poster

Great Leakerand the GFSC J

on page 4

The ILL-Rounded World
of Grand Valium Estate

Grand Valium Estate's heap o ' three, count 'em, three fun and silly cottages beck
ons you with a sensationally maxi-dimensional environment for your entertainment.
T I Myraids of lamely accredited degree programs cover a vast and seemingly endless
region from pyromania to psychedelics, from communism and Calvinism to com
munist Calvinism, from working-class training to restroom management, from imi
tating comedians to feces analysis, from warping child's minds to laughing at old
people, from . . . aw heck, c'mon down and look at their f— ing list... taught by a
gang o f crazed individuals who are just a shitload of fun to be around.
I I One-on-one coaching in going for the BIG M O N EY($), and achieving glorious de
rangement . . . through the hilarious escapades of an obsolete Career Plotting and
Interrogation Center.

Grand
Valium
Estate

I I A virtual platinum mine of Leftist glee-clubs, terrorist sewing circles, sensitive
creative intellectuals and at least three primates that look like Belushi . . . with a
swell universally acknowledged intergalactic athletic program including such nation
ally approved and acclaimed sports as football, basketball, seal-clubbing, and scores
of other victorious teams for all sexesl
r~| More affordable than Cordobas, offering United States Government financial
grace and Faustian agreements, with labor possibilities made available to each and
every fortunate son.
| |A stunning panoramic campus awarded as the most stunning panarama on earth,
close to Ada and ideally situated for commuting by helicopter to and from Ada.

Grand Valium will help yez expand yer elitist attitudes to meet yer capitalist swine, pie-in-the-sky
American Dreams. If it smells like something really stinks in Wallendale, come expose their illrounded world. It's hiding from you.

For more fun with the ill-rounded world o f Grand Valium Estate Cottages, bang up this nifty
free poster in conspicuous places.
Mahitvu Gahabandl
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Un,oonArtsy/ Fartsy

Hubble
In The
Hoosgow

O BITU ARY

One M ore Column

Saturday night at 2:3$ a.m., a
mob of 35 - 40 people shouting "kill
the commie," entered the WSNT
studios and beat announcer M. Dung
to death on the air.
The Campus Police were called to
the scene by Allendale resident Jeb
Vandervanderjik who said, ". . . my
wife and I were having our funtime
listening to Dung's all night idiot
show. . . when all of sudden there
was this loud crash . . . lots of
screaming. . . and then nothing.”
GFSC Security entered the cam
pus radio station at 4:4$ a.m. to find
M. Dung’s dismembered body. Offi
cer Stupid stated: “The only thing
left of him was his severed head ro
tating on one of the turntables . . .
with both eyes out.”
Dean Dick Malice stated that M.
Dung made his job as dictator of
Student Strife "uncomfortable.” He
said, "I enjoy being around nice
mindless people students who do
nothing but what they’re told . . . the
only way to further GFSC's propa
ganda and my rise to power is to fill
the college with dull clean-cut cat
tle . . . Now that's something I can
relate too!”
Administrator Ronald Van Hills
was “numb” at the news, saying
"I am insensate at this loss.”
M. Dung was a senior about to
graduate with a Bachelor of Ath
letics in Oddball. He is survived by
his mom and dad, two dogs and a
little bunny. There will he no ser
vices for the deceased disc jockey.
Station manager Buzz Back-Beat
summed it up by saying, "We’re
glad he’s gone.’’

Action Now!

You may ask what I’m doing here, in jail instead of filling up The Cor
ner o f the Artsy/Fartsy page, well so do I!
If you remember last column "Couda Been A Codfish" (er, was that a
codPIECE . . . I don’t remember), well anyway, (1 still can't spell) I made
the grave error of attempting legal presumptions against the City, the
State, and even had the autrocity to include the Pope, It wasn t less than
a minute after that paper came out than agents from all three perspective
groups came russian into my german class (little pun there . . .) and put me
under Mouse arrest (at least that's what I suppose it was since they all had
on long tails, wire whiskers and big ears that looked like little microwave
dishes) (sorry about these puns . . . snicker, tee hee) (Oh and I’m sorry
about these digressions, too). Well anyway after feeding me a couple of
plates full of cheese and questioning me about my motives for suing all
those great people who are in charge of everything from (dare 1 say it?
Yes!) Scamway to The colledge to the Vatican an back again, they said
they wuz gonna lock me up at the precinct house (I know there really
isn't any precincts in Grand Ampids, l just wanted to see if the typesetters
could spell it better'n they do K-i-r-k-c-o-f-f-f).
So I get to the station and who do I find there, (three guesses. 111 even
give you space to write 'em in, then you can Put them in the box beside
the saga office and 111 pick them up, ready —1)..................2)....................
3) ........................((Editors Note: Due to Hubbell's dim idea and waste of
space, we are taking the back off anyones T.V. who phils this in, and
will stuff old copy in your tuna tuner)) ). Any way 1 tell you. It was
the Artsy/Fartsy section editor!
Well he enlightened me that he was the one who set the charge against
me (which was ((spelled it rite this thyme)) impersonating a writer, using a
column to talk about stuff no educated student would have the least bit
of interest in, and not giving him enough hours last pay period (hey, 1 m
the ((barely)) managing editor!). On tap of that, he was draining my glass
to brew up a column of his OWN!
Well, I guess the last laff is on me (or is it that I was the last laffer?).
When he was back in the dark (room) before any of this happened I slip
ped this one last column to the proofreader (with a quarter for the pinball
machines) and I'm gonna be printed upon one final and last time! Don’t
tell . . .let’s all sit back and see if anyone notices . . .tee hee.

Thespian M ystique Continues to Lure Our A rdent Reviewer
by Rupus Z.X.R. T. P. B. N. M. W.
O. U. Kid Rasberry CXVIII
First of all, let me say that I’m
sorry. This really has never happened
to me before. For nearly two years
now, you’ve read my reviews in this
section of the paper. Reviews on
plays, concerts, festivals, dog fights,
anything 1 could get my hands on.

Well, this week I’m in somewhat
of an embarassing situation. And I ’m
sorry. This week nothing happened.
There is nothing for me to review.
Now you might be saying, "Rufe,
if there’s nothing to review, why are
you writing anything this week?”
That’s a valid question for which 1
have a simple answer. I need the
money. You see, I get paid by how

many articles I write. During this
Easter break I plan to go to Chicago.
And if I don’t write anything, I don’t
get paid. So, for the benefit of my
vacation, I've decided to review a
play that was presented in Lansing.
(Well, th at’s near here, isn’t it?)
However, (this is really getting
embarassing) 1 didn’t, actually, see
the play. I’m Sony. I was in Detroit,

so I missed it. I’m really sorry. But
I do know it was running sometime
last week. And if you didn’t see it
either that’s going to make this re
view a lot easier for me.
On a fair winter day, one of the
days while we were on break, in
some pan of Lansing, an “x" num
ber of people audienced the play
“Two Gentlemen of Verona,” by
William Shakespeare (one of his less
popular plays that I never had a
chance to read). I don’t remember
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•Saul Polaski’s Chinese Pizza Palace
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M o n o g ra m m e d while

what group produced it. I’m sorry.
The play was about some people.
It had some men and women in it.
They were good.
The actions of this play centered
on the experiences of two gentlemen.
They were of Verona (a place some
where not in America). The play was
about something that took place a
long time ago. But because of the un
iversality of Shakespeare's plays, it
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Limited Time Only
First Come - First Serve
advertisement

COUPON

dedassifiedi

LOST: Near executive potties, one
black box with handle-looks some
thing like a black briefcase. Con
tains about $30,000, important
names, and phone numbers. Keep
box that looks something like a
briefcase and please return money
and documents as they have senti
mental valuc-especially the money!
Reward of partial tuition refund or
free ride in my Audi. A. Loopcrs,
basement of Zumbetger Palace.

FOR SALE: Twelve (count ’em)
campus buildings.
Have variety
of shapes and sizes. Near ravines.
Working toilets, elevators, room
numbers, stupid intercomminicational phones, and come complete
with tax break. Some buildings are
less than ten years old. Changing
over to slick T.V. computor school
so must sell now. Make us an offer.
Contact A. Loopcrs, ext. 120.
NOTE: Prison officials welcomelots of cell-like rooms in the
FOR SALE: Dome bookends, any "houses” group.
size, any shape. Contact Seedman
Industry School, Marketing Class, WANTED: New plumbers for spring
phone 89S-6611, est. 608.
term. Contact Less Heart or Curtsic
Meantwell, School of Vandalism for
Your Health Science, 89$-6611, ext
120. Must be completely equipped
with own tools and lame excuses.

Why Not Eat At

MR. DEADFLESH
Featuring

W HERE IS THE
‘N O -U N IO N ’ GRO UP
O N THE ISSUES?

★ Mr. Deadflesh Deluxe

WANTED: Four gallons of Bubonic
Plague antidote, a shot of rodent
poison, a large vicious cat, elevator
shoes, and a sterilized coffee cup.
If YOU posesa any of the aforemen
tioned items, please contact me, A
Loopcrs, Zumbetger Bowels-Forever,
GFSC, or dial 893-6611, ext. 608.
Will pay top dollar for antidote and
cat. I have lots of S$S so hurry, I
may not be here long, cough!
NOTICE: YOU CAN BE A SCAM
WAY DISTRIBUTOR in your
humble dean home, at your

A full bodied burger B IG enough
to feed your platoon.
OPEN 10 - 10 Mom. - Sot.

paid for by the Lantoon Advertising Dept.

could still happen today, only in
different costumes.
The two gentlemen did funny
things, and got into trouble. The plot
was tangled for a while, but every
thing came out alright. The acton’
performances were undcscribablc.
The cast took their bows. The
audience applauded. Then every
body went home.
See you when 1 get back from
Chicago. I’m sorry.

Pbouc:895-7803

Dehoofed and w/tomatoes $.50 extra.
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product,
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Lantoon g h O T t S

By
Sue Boreself

Women in the D raft ?
No Way!
Dear Sporting Editor:
I’d like to know what you think of women in the draft. Surely a job
such as yours allows first-hand experience to attest that women arc as
physically capable as men.
I think women in the draft would prove to be a real asset on the field,
contrary to the popular refrain of male athletes for women to get their
assets off the field.
Indeed, I think every army should include women. It’d be a sure way
to' get the men to register, and maybe we wouldn’t even have any war,
everybody would be too busy screwing around, if you know what I mean.
The only casualties would be those weak of heart.
Any unwanted progeny, undoubtedly not the fruits of marriage, could
replace the revolting unappetizing k-rations. To be served an innumerable
variety of ways, the fore or hind quarter, for instance, can make a reason
able dish. Seasoned with a little pepper or salt, it could be very good
boiled, especially in the winter.
Yes, I just can’t wait to get into those fox noles.
Patriotically,
Vladimir Klratsmotsky
(Alias Joe Smith)

Dear Vladimir Klratsmotsky:
I am opposed to women in the draft. Yes, a job such as mine allows
first-hand experience, but I have never been drafted and never will.
Women do not look good in khaki green or brown. Wearing the
helmets they do in the army, would mess up our hairdos, and we wouldn't
look good with a crew cut either. Not only that, but being at war would
allow more chances for our nails to chip and break. I cringe at the
thought.
Men don’t need women at war. l.et them foul it up fo r themselves.
Besides, who will stay home and do the housework?

Picnic on the S ki H ill ?
Yum Yum !
Dear Editor of Sue’snooze:
In reference to your article of Feb. 14, 1980, you refer to the uses of
the ski hill in its off-season. What exactly do you consider the off-season?
Seems to me, any season it is in demand as any other season. If it’s used
for numerous things, how can you possibly even consider referring to non
winter as an off-season? If anything, this winter alone was its off-season
since the ski hill never opened for sking.
What’s wrong with a few weeds sticking out of the side. Maybe I liked
looking at what you call weeds while enjoying a nice winters picnic. Yes,
that’s right, winter picnic on the ski hill. I wouldn’t have it any other way.
I’m glad there were no skiers. How would you like to just sit down to a
pleasant outdoors meal when suddenly WHOOSH, your melons are
impaled by an inconsiderate skier’s ski poles? It’s no picnic, believe me,
neither is having the astrology class lurking about in the shadows asking to
see your telescope, or try sharing a tender moment with a loved one and
have the crew team run by, imploring, “stroke! stroke!”
I, like mother nature, was not very frigid this winter, and didn't mind
the bare spots on the ski hill at all.
Barbra’ Strappe

Dear Barbra:
I ’m happy to know someone made use o f the ski hill this past winter,
because us ski buffs certainly didn't. Maybe next year you could invite me
to one o f your winter picnics. I've never been to one, and I somehow get
the feeling I am missing something. Tell me, how do you manage to stay
warm at these winter picnics?

Villewooden to Coach Detroit Pissonems
by Drahcir Plowmedown
After a season that saw them win
the NAIA (National Association for
Idiotic
Athletes)
championship.
Grand Folley's men's basketball team
is still reaping post season laurels. It
was revealed Tuesday that coach
Dum Villewooden has become the
new head coach of the Detroit
Pissonems.
Villewooden says,
"there has never been a pro team to
lose all of their games; that will give
me something to shoot for, that is,
as long as the Silvcrdome holds up."
Villewooden has announced that
manager “ Hoc” Johnson will become
the new Looker coach.
Of the seniors, Marc Pringlcpay
has decided to forego the draft and
will try high jumping. Pringlcpay's
vertical leap is -10 and if he improves
at all, we may see him at the non
Olympic games.
Senior Jon Hearingcm is expected
to go high in this year's draft. That
is if the authorities don’t catch him
with those extra pounds. He is ex
pected to make a great pusher and
make Melvin Borncs look like a
saint.

Like Pringlcpay, Marc Schicklip is
also going to evade the draft. He is
considering an offer from the
Iranians to help them with their
defense in exchange for the
American hostages.
Ad Moltrce and Kris Shcshadit
will be back next year to play under
the new coach, Johnson. Moltrce
hopes that with coach Villewooden
gone, he may be able to take shots
from behind the half-court line.
Yenc Rinse is dropping out of DSI
(Dumb, Stupid, Ignorant) and is pur
suing a career as the world’s laz
iest man. "Basketball is fine,” says
Rinse, "but if I have to study, too,
forget it.”
Lastly, Mikki Would has decided
to go hardship after his sophomore
year. The problem is that Would is a
three-sport person: basketball, foot
ball, and track, and can't decide what
sport to play. About this he says,
"Right now I am considering Hoss
Leaker Basketball Coach Ton Villewooden doesn’t have a prayer as he leaves
racing. This is my new hobby and I
his coaching job at Grand Folley for a better paying job as head coach of the
already have a Hoss in my apartment.
Detroit Pissonems. The Detroit team it a member of the N B A (Never Before
I think I can win the Kentucky
Athletic), and are still looking for their first win of the season.
Dumby.”

Six Staff M embers Leaving GFS
by Sue Boreself
All good things must come to an
end. The birds must fly the nest.
The athletic department is
keeping with the trend at Grand
Folley, as five coaches plus the
athletic director arc leaving Grand I'
Folley for what they call “bigger and
better things.”
Leading the pack is Bones R.
MacDonald. MacDonald will stay in
the area, but will devote all his time
to organizing an alternative summer
Olympic program at Grand Folley.
“This is a great opportunity to
break in our new athletic facility,’’
MacDonald said with a smile.
“President Carter will never find
out. After all, whoever heard of
Allendale, Michigan? Not only that,
but I’m getting tired of my athletic
director job.”
Joan Binding will leave her duties
as women’s athletic coordinator, but
will also stay near by. Binding will
be Grand Folley’s
first drinking
fountain attendant in the new
athletic facility.
"This is my chance to enforce
that athletes should not drink water
while competing, because it causes
cramps,” Binding stated when asked
about her new post. "I like to be
where all the action is, and if I ever
get thirsty. 1 don’t have far to walk."
Field hockey and softball coach
Ann Walkfield, also assistant profes

sor of recreation, is moving to
Washington, D.C. to live out a life
time dream. "Ever since I was a
child, I always wanted to be the first
woman president of the United

States," Walkfield said, “And believe
me, I’m going to win."
Walkfield, a native of Maine, has
always had politics or. her mind. She
has not yet decided on a political

Pictured above is Joan Binding, the newly appointed drinking fountain
attendant in Grand Follay's newly appointed athletic facility. Binding
decided this week to leave her duties as Women's Athletic Coordinator
to accept her newly appointed position.

party yet, although, she did state
that it could be held at her house.
Head wrestling coach Blimp Snott
-------
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vice
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position
with
Scotties
Paper
Products, Inc. Snott will report to
Wipeout, Arkansas early next week.
“Wrestling used to be the most
important thing in the world to me,
next to my family of course, but I’m
sold on toilet paper," Snott said. “If
I have to say so myself, I’m leaving a
great program behind, but the kids
are big enough to wrestle on their
own now.”
The biggest surprise of all is Spat
Bakhcr’s decision to quit her job as
women’s basketball coach. She has
only held the position for two sea
sons, but evidently has already had
her share of coaching, and has de
cided to be a movie star. Bakher will
fly to Hollywood this week to
audition for an opening in Charlie’s
Angels.
“It was a tough decision for me to
make, but I want to be close to my
family," Bakher stated. Both h£r
parents and her six younger brothers
are all living in California.
“Charlie’s Angels is my favorite
program, and I’ll try anything once."
O.J.
Enema, Grand Folley’s
veteran football coach, will continue
coaching, but at his alma mater, j
Okcmos High School. Enema will be
an assistant under newly appointed
head coach Clear Waters.
Enema doesn’t mind the cut in
pay. ‘T d do anything to work with
Clear Waters," he said.
Grand Folley will certainly miss
these fine people, and wish them the
best of luck in their new endeavors.
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One More Pagi

New Athletic Facility
Open on Campus
Before the term ii over, make sure
you stop in and not only visit, but
take advantage of Grand Folley's new
health and physical education center.
It is located at the bottom of the
GFSC ski hill, just in front of the
Grand River.
The new facility, completed over
spring break, is meeting the needs
of Grand Folley's expanding pro
grams in physical education, health,
recreation and athletics.
The building has several energyefficient features. All exterior walls
are fully insulated with foam insula
tions, exterior windows are of thc-mopane glass, and the roof has a
double insulation system. The
forced-air portion of the heating
system is designed to capture heat
from the building’s interior lights.
An extensive system of time clocks
allows control of areas not in use.
The natatorium, gymnasium, and
racquetball courts are equipped with
energy-saving, high-intensity sodium
lights.
The gymnasium has been designed
to accommodate basketball, volley
ball, tennis, badminton and gymnas
tics. The 21,600 square foot gym
nasium can be divided into three
smaller areas, providing maxium flex
ibility and utilization of space.
The floor has a rubberized, syn
thetic surface. A wooden backboard
covers the south wall for tennis prac
tice. The gymnasium is equipped
with a public address system suitable
for large gatherings. Rooms along
the west wall allow for the efficient
storage of gymnasium equipment and
portable bleachers.
Encircling ilie gymnasium ss a
one-tenth mile banked balcony jog
ging track with a rubberized, synthe
tic floor. Glass along the cast wall
reduces a confined feeling for run
ners.
Six racquetball/handball courts
are available to enthusiasts of these
fast-growing sports. A balcony over
looks the courts to enhance instruc
tional opportunities.
The L-shaped pool can be used for
a wide variety of aquatic activities.
It can accommodate competition in
either meters or yards. There arc
diving boards for one and three me
ter competition and a large deck sur
face for “dry land” instruction. A
spectator balcony can accommodate
up to 1,200 people.

One of the finest instructional
dance studios of any college in the
nation provides new headquarters for
one of the fastest growing programs
in the Grand Policy curriculum. Fen
cing strips are inlaid in the floating
floor.
A carpeted conditioning and
weight room is equipped with the
finest in exercise equipment.
Padded floor and walls provide a
safe enviroment for a variety of ac
iivities in the wrestling and gym
nastics room.
Saunas arc located in the co-ed
dressing rooms. Shower and locker
rooms arc centrally located to ser
vice all users of this fine facility.
The college’s health clinic, housed
in this new facility, has examination
rooms, treatment rooms, laboratory
and interim patient wards.
An ultra-modern health dynamics
laboratory is equipped to provide a
complete assessment of physical re
sponses to exercise and conditioning.
A (potty) training room, divided
into sections for taping, hydrother
apy, and electrotherapy, serves the
entire college community, including
members of intercollegiate athletic
teams.
The northwest comer of the
building houses first-floor administra
tive offices and second floor class
rooms. This area, in addition to the
health clinic, is air-conditioned. The
rest of the building has an extensive
air circulation system.
/
A large classroom can accommo
date 80 students, or be divided into
two rooms.
A second classroom
CVCr!ocks the
for instmc*
tional purposes. A seminar room
provides a relaxed atmosphere for
upper-division classes or formal meet
ings. A second floor lounge over
looks the natatorium and is brighten
ed during the daytime by skylights.
An audio-visual room, complete
with 16 and 8 mm. stop action analy
zer projectors and videotape equip
ment, provides for film analysis.
The entire facility is dedicated to
and designed around a central focus,
to promote a realistic commitment
to health and Fitness. Grand Folley
is committed to enabling students,
faculty, staff, and the community to
not only acknowledge that activity is
beneficial, but incorporate regular
exercise into their Lifestyles.

An experience the crew team at Grand Folley will never forgrf occurred lari Monday on the Grand Rlv.r. The varsity men . boat, with the vars.ty men m .t sank
durina one of the team’s vigorous workouts. Coach Writ Sprinkler told a U n to o rr reporter “It wa. «h. craziest thing I have ever seen. I hope my boys didn ,
a tc h cold " In the picture above, a deputy from the Kent County Sheriff Petrol It throwing a rescue line to one of the crew members, as the others stare in awe.

Leaker Footballers
Win at Donkey
by Nicely Hurting

AL

Pictured above are the winner! of the Leaker cheerleading tryouti, who
will begin their duties next fall.

Hey, we’re well-rounded too, you guys! The Student Behavior
Office is offering you Many Services, you students out there.

Grand Folley, in an attempt to
raise funds for its new sports arena,
last week sponsored a ddfikey basket
ball game in Zumbird Pond.
Grand Folley’s football players
took on Grand Folley’s baseball
players in what turned out to be a
“splashing good” game.
Faculty
members served as donkeys, carrying
players on their shoulders and tread
ing water to stay afloat.
Players for the baseball team were
Bob Heroundous, Ed Jars ‘o vicks,
Jim Lend ‘an arm, Kelly Koldcuts,
and Terry Smooth. Football players
participating were Craig Belch-hard,
Steve Seegood, Willard Roachdip,
Toay >?>??, and Mike Given. Don
keys Were Chap Sotenaaddle, CAN;
Curt Bones, CAN; BillTSiryrump,
TNT; Pill Rerun, mens sewing circle
coach, lna Flower, WKRP; Dot
Barrel, Kirkoff; Rudy Ccrbine, Kirkoff; Tom Cluckson, DUM; Paul
Frisky, CAN; and Janice A-run-inseem, Yesman.
The baseball team got the tip-off;
Lend'an arm hit the ball right into
the hands of Koldcuts. Koldcut's
trusty donkey, Bones, headed
straight for the floating innertubebasket and Koldcuts sunk tbc ball for
two points. Too bad for the baseball
team it was the wrong basKi*-. the
football team picked up the points.

quarter occurcd when baseball team
member Bob Heroundous stoic the
ball from Steve Scegood, rode his
mount to the innertube. and sunk
the ball with ease. But, again, the
football team got the points. Some
how Heroundous had ended up on
Carbine, one of the football team's
donkeys donkeys, and guess which
basket Carbine went to? It didn't
iook good for the baseball team at
half time; the score was 4-184 in
favor of the football team.
In the third quarter, the baseball
team, managed to tighten the point
gap a little, as the football team’s
mounts had swallowed a consider
able amotilit of pond water and be
come a Mt sluggish. The quarter
ended with the baseball team trailing
by only 174 points, score. 12 186.
When, at the end of the game,
ten weary players and ten even more
weary donkeys were fished from the
pond, it was pretty clear that the
football ream had won. It took the
referees (DSI students) only a few
minutes to decide that the football
team’s score of 238 beat the baseball
team’s 18.
The spectacularly boring event
raised a total of $3 62 for tbc sports
arena. Grand Folley’s sports staff
was so pleased with the funds raised
at the Zumbird event that they say
they’ll talk to the administrators
about staging a repeat of the donkey

Leaker of the Weak

Student Activities !

Student Behavior !

Athletic Prowess !

Student Activities!

Controversy

Student L ife !

Winner o f the Mel Brooks
Look-Alike Contest
Creates H igh A nxiety

TIm G ran d F o llay S ta ta Collag* S tud a a t B t h n i o r O ffice offarm a a i d * rang*

STOP ON IN!!

• f acthritiaa. a ll o f thaaa carefu lly pre-p ro
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The Very Last Lantoon Page For A Long Time To Come

T O D A Y IS F U N D A Y , A P R IL 3, 1980
The Terrorilt Club will meet thii week somewhere by Zumberger Pond at
sometime. Bring your own molotov cocktails.

•

>

•

by Verbose

W L O T is always looking for a few good students for its student depart
ment. All menial positions open. No experience necessary. There is no
pay, but then there is no gratification. If interested call George after 1p.m.
at ext. 386.

•

•

•

D ID Y O U K N O W I?l?l?!? !?l? You can wipe your butt with the Clear
LooperM

•

•

•

Hot dog, fries, Jumbo Coke and one turn on the stomach pump — only
$1.89 at Soggy Foods. Only Soggy makes you pay for your discount.

■

•

•

A free Lunchbreak Series performance featuring clown Armie Ott and
his performing toupees. See the toupee leap through a flaming pineapple
slice. See the curly toupee walk around a soup bowl. Come see April 3,
at noon, at the Student Union Center.

•

t

SP O R T S:
The G F SC women's beanbag tossing team will travel to Podunk U.
for a 1 a.m. game. The men's body crushers will hold a demonstra
tion of blood and gore in front of the undome. Those of weak
stomachs and sensitive feelings should stay at home and watch golf.

*

•

•

The dome meltdown seems to have led to some good after ail. The dome
organic garden is off to an amazing start. Already students have harvested
six foot turnips and 50 pound potatoes that glow inthe dark. So, back
your truck or van into the dome meltdown area and take a turnip home to
mom, she'll make a heck of a piel

•

“Well, it looks like the eyes have it.’

•

•

STicKit AmeriKa! by P.K.
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•

Anyone interested in becoming dictator-and-chief of The Lantoon should
submit an application of alleged procedure (this is not a policy) to the
Newspaper Control Bored. Applicants must be able to write a completely
ironious Lantoon staff manual for the upcoming year. Students that ap
pear conservative and can withstand harassment from groucy red-faced old
men who are paranoid over the power student's can posess, are avised to
apply soon.

•

•

•

W O R K S T U D Y O P E N IN G S I I I I I I I I I I iJOBS! I IJOBSI I I I IJO B SI I
The Student Behavior Office needs three gophers; and a food tester
for the Dean's Office.
H A R D W O R K IN G S T U D E N T S needed to flip and drag plague
riddled dead bodies. Work Study students preferred.
N A R C S N E E D E D to spy on dorm students and ticket student
vehicles. Must have an anonymous appearance and be able to dodge
flying projectiles. Join the Safety and Security Fun Squad and sock
it to your friends (students).
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Let us entertain voul — The Hotels and Management Professional Program
and the Restroom Management Professional Program at Kirkhofff College
offer motel rooms with full baths for only $20.50 per night at Spring Lake
Drive Motel, Spring Lake, Ml. See GeorgeConelad.
•

*

*

The Stroh Bro's are holding their annual drinkathon in the Student Union
Center Groucho Room, around the never used bar. Thera is no admission
charge and the drinkathon hopes to run for the entire term. Internships
are available.

»

•

*

Come on, dammitl I need that Briefcase. - A. Looper
*

*

#

T H E S T U D E N T H E A L T H S E R V IC E S T A T IO N has fake puke for sale.
Students who find themselves near a professor of their most boring class,
the class they always skip, can drop the fake puke and say, "I'm still sick
y e ti" Chunky puke $.50 extra.

•

•

•

There will be an anti-tuition rally around Zumberger Pond today at noon.
Bring your tuition receipts as there will be a receipt burning.

•

•

•

Dean Mayhem's annual Fitness Run is scheduled for the day after exams
this term. Jett Hubcap, your Stupid Senate president, will be there. So,
bring your little stupid student bodies down and have fun jumping over
old railroad ties, or how about swinging on rings ot recycled lockers, bee
you all therel

•

•

•

The Grand Folly chapter of Facial Hairs Against the Draft will be staging
several civil disobedience demonstrations on the Little Mack bridge. Please
leave lighters and razors at home.
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